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Comparing recommendations on the selection of PROMs

Introduction
Patient‐reported outcome (PRO) measures (PROMs) are a critical aspect of clinical trials given
their ability to directly capture the experiences and perspectives of patients in regard to
symptoms, health‐related quality of life, and satisfaction with treatments [1‐6]. Despite growing
appreciation of the value of PRO data to improve clinical science and health outcomes [7, 8],
important information regarding PRO methods (e.g. rationale/hypothesis, data collection
approaches, training, management and analysis) may be missing from clinical trial protocols
and reports [9‐11]. Further, the process of translating PRO knowledge from clinical trials into
clinical practice has not been adequately established [5].
Optimizing the value of PROMs from clinical trials requires that PROs are measured
appropriately, reported clearly, and applied appropriately in practice. To meet this need for
PRO optimization, the PROTEUS Consortium (Patient‐Reported Outcomes Tools: Engaging Users
& Stakeholders) was formed with international representation from key patient, clinician,
research, and regulatory groups [12]. The primary objective of the PROTEUS Consortium is to
ensure that patients, clinicians, and other decision‐makers can use PRO data from clinical trials
to make the best decisions they can about treatment options, particularly in oncology.
The PROTEUS Consortium has identified six “core” documents that provide guidance on PRO
use across the clinical research lifecycle, from trial conceptualization to result dissemination
including: selecting PRO measures [13]; writing PRO protocols [14]; analyzing PRO data [15]
reporting PRO findings [16, 17]; and interpreting PRO papers [18]. These documents generally
address unique phases of the clinical research continuum, and where there is overlap the
documents offer consistent recommendations. However, the PROTEUS Consortium
acknowledges that other published guidance documents also provide recommendations on the
use of PROs in clinical trials, most notably with regards to selecting an appropriate PROM. In
particular, various professional societies, consortia, and regulatory agencies have published
recommendations on the selection of PROMs for use in clinical trials [13, 19‐21].
With the proliferation of guidance documents aiming to aid the selection of PROMs for
research studies, it is critical to evaluate whether the advice provided is consistent or
conflicting. Consistent guidance provides reassurance that agreement exists in the field.
Conflicting guidance could create confusion and uncertainty, limiting the usefulness of any
individual recommendations. This review identifies guidance documents that provide input on
the selection of a PROM for a clinical trial and explores the consistency of these
recommendations across guidance documents.
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Methods
Using an identification approach consistent with those used by others in the comparison of
international guidance [22, 23], we conducted a targeted review of prominent guidance
documents that offer recommendations on the selection of PROMs for clinical trials. Structured
(i.e. checklists, rating scales, etc.) and unstructured (i.e. narrative‐style) guidance documents
offering recommendations on the selection of a PROM for a clinical trial were eligible for
inclusion. Guidance were excluded if they related to how to develop/validate a measure, or if
they focused on only a single PROM selection criterion. Guidance offering recommendations on
the selection of PROMs for specific clinical conditions were not included, with the exception of
guidance regarding oncology, as the primary focus of the PROTEUS Consortium is oncology
clinical trials. Included documents are collectively referred to as ‘guidance documents’ or
‘guidance.’ Formal quality appraisal was not conducted as the goal of the review was to collate
and compare recommendations in the field rather than to evaluate the quality of the science
[24]. The time period of the review was 2000‐2019. In instances where guidance had been
updated over the time period of the review only the most recent version was included.
Identification of PROM Selection guidance documents
Guidance documents for review were identified through expert referral from the PROTEUS
Steering Group (i.e. named authors) and the Consortium membership of 26 stakeholders from
the US, Canada, UK, Europe, and Australia working with PROMs in fields including
psychometrics, health services research, clinical trial design, clinical trial reporting, regulatory
affairs, professional societies, national research funders, patient advocacy, and medical journal
editors.
Expert referral of guidance was supplemented with a targeted literature/grey literature search.
Key search terms for both searches included ‘patient‐reported outcome measures’,
‘psychometrics’, and ‘outcome assessment’, as well as their relevant derivatives. The literature
search was conducted in PubMed, and the grey literature search was conducted by searching
the websites of regulatory agencies, international professional societies, and prominent public‐
private partnerships working in health services and outcomes research. The reference lists of
the included guidance as well as searched citations of all included guidance were screened for
additional relevant resources. The literature search was conducted by one author (NLC) with
guidance from other authors.
Data abstraction and coding
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Guidance documents were assessed qualitatively using content analysis. Content analysis
identifies patterns and analyzes occurrences of messages embedded within texts [25]. A
conventional content analysis approach was used to derive coding categories directly from the
text data. This approach is appropriate when there is little pre‐existing theory upon which to
base coding schema [26]. Codes for the present analysis were based on domains identified as
meaningful PROM properties in the International Society for Quality of Life Research (ISOQOL)
published guidance on minimum standards for PROMs in patient‐centered outcomes research
(hereon referred to as “ISOQOL Minimum Standards”) [13]. The PROTEUS Consortium selected
the ISOQOL Minimum Standards as the “core” guidance for PROM selection.
A total of nine content categories were ultimately established through the content analysis:
conceptual/measurement model, reliability, content validity, construct validity, responsiveness,
interpretability of scores, translation, burden, and an umbrella category of ‘additional domains.’
The ISOQOL Minimum Standards are parsimonious by design, so in addition to extracting data
on the domains reported in the Minimum Standards, we also noted considerations for PRO
selection featured in other guidance documents that could not be coded with the initial codes
from the ISOQOL Minimum Standards and later determined if these represented a new
category. Table 1 defines the domains that served as coding content categories.
A structured abstraction process was used to collect general information about each guidance,
including the stated purpose of the guidance, organizational affiliation of the guidance, country
of organizational affiliation, and format of guidance (rating scale, checklist, or narrative). Data
regarding any of the identified domains was abstracted from the original document and
compiled into a single table so as to compare all recommendations for each content category
across the guidance documents. Data abstraction and content analysis was conducted by one
author (NLC).
Synthesis
General information about the guidance documents was aggregated and summarized
descriptively. Domains from the content analysis were synthesized qualitatively wherein all
recommendations were compared and contrasted across each other document.
Expert validation
A stakeholder involved with each of the included guidance documents (“guidance experts”) was
contacted via email and invited to comment on the findings of the data abstraction and the
characterization of the guidance document in an earlier version of the review manuscript.
Guidance experts were also provided with the opportunity to indicate any additional guidance
documents that might be relevant to the current review.
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Results
A total of eight guidance were evaluated for inclusion in the review (Figure 1). The guidance
identified via literature search – a series of Good Research Practice papers developed by ISPOR,
the professional society for health economics and outcomes research, was excluded from the
current review as it related to developing a measure rather than selecting a measure [27, 28],
and only described one measurement property (content validity) [29]. Seven guidance were
ultimately included in the review.
Table 2 reports the final guidance included in the review, their stated purpose, and general
information regarding each guidance. Three out of the seven sets of guidance were developed
by international professional consortia (ISOQOL Minimum Standards[13]; COnsensus‐based
Standards for the selection of health Measurement INstruments [COSMIN] Initiative documents
[30‐33];Medical Outcomes Trust [MOT] Review Criteria [21]); three were published by
regulatory agencies in the European Union and United States (European Medicines Agency
[EMA] Appendix 2, [19] US Food and Drug Administration [FDA] PRO Guidance, [20] FDA PFDD
[Patient‐focused drug development] Discussion Document 3 [34]). Of note, the 2018 FDA PFDD
discussion document 3 is not a formal guidance; as of June 2020 it is a discussion document
only, and will continue to undergo development and change before becoming first a draft
guidance and eventually a final FDA guidance for industry. Once finalized, the resulting
document will replace the 2009 PRO guidance and serve as the FDA’s new guidance for clinical
outcome assessments (COAs; including PROMs). EMA Appendix 2 was not developed to provide
‘specific recommendation regarding valid instrument selection’ but does ‘outline broad
principles of scientific best practice and…guidance on the value of PRO data in the development
of medicinal products for the treatment of cancer.’ The seventh guidance document was
published by an organization compiling health‐related quality of life measures available in
Spanish (Spanish Cooperative Investigation Network for Health and Health Service Outcomes
Research, Evaluating the Measurement of Patient‐Reported Outcomes [Red‐IRYSS
EMPRO]).[35] The Red‐IRYSS EMPRO guidance was developed to convert the MOT Review
Criteria into individual items.[36] Therefore the two are nearly identical in their
recommendations. Publication dates for the documents ranged from 2002 (MOT Guidance) to
2018 (FDA PFDD and COSMIN Initiative documents).
Two of the seven guidance are formatted in a checklist style, wherein desired characteristics of
PROMs are listed and users of the guidance are urged to assess the use of a given PROM based
on the criteria provided (ISOQOL Minimum Standards, MOT Review Criteria). Two of the
guidance use a rating approach wherein users rate adherence of the measure of interest
against specific criteria and thresholds of acceptability (COSMIN Initiative, Red‐IRYSS EMPRO).
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The remaining guidance, those produced by the FDA and EMA, are narrative in nature and
provide general recommendations on how to select PROMs for clinical trials for regulatory
submission.
Table 3 includes a brief description of each guidance’s recommendation for each measurement
property. Three guidance explicitly endorse content validity as the most important
measurement property (FDA PRO, FDA PFDD, COSMIN Initiative). Neither ISOQOL, EMA
Appendix 2 nor Red‐IRYSS EMPRO indicate any measurement property as priority. While
ISOQOL Minimum Standards does not indicate the priority of any specific property,
conceptual/measurement model was the most highly endorsed instrument attribute for
inclusion in the minimum standards during the Delphi process used to establish the standards.
Below we compare the guidance documents recommendations for PROM selection on each of
eight core properties of PROMs.
Conceptual and measurement model
All guidance documents discuss the value of a conceptual and measurement model as a
criterion for PROM selection. The conceptual model provides a description and framework for
the targeted construct(s) to be included in a PRO measure. The measurement model maps the
individual items in the PRO measure to the construct. The EMA guidance discusses the role of a
conceptual model as a tool to demonstrate how PROs might add value to clinical research.
Other documents, such as the ISOQOL Minimum Standards, FDA PRO, FDA PFDD, MOT Review
Criteria, and Red‐IRYSS EMPRO each describe conceptual/measurement models of the PROM
itself, such as how items used in the measure relate to one another. The COSMIN Initiative
includes a conceptual model in the rating of PROM development [33].
Reliability
All guidance documents reference the importance of reliability in PROM selection. ISOQOL
Minimum Standards, MOT Review Criteria, Red‐IRYSS EMPRO, and COSMIN Initiative [33, 37,
38] indicated 0.70 as a threshold for internal consistency and reproducibility/interrater
reliability. ISOQOL Minimum Standards note that these values may be lower “if justifiable.”
Neither FDA PRO, FDA PFDD, nor EMA Appendix 2 set specific thresholds for assessing
reliability. While FDA PRO emphasizes the use of test‐retest as an important evaluation of
reliability, ISOQOL Minimum Standards places less emphasis on test‐retest specifically, instead
indicating that a variety of methods can be used to assess reliability ‐ including test‐retest,
internal consistency, and item response theory ‐ but that each approach should be justified.
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Content validity
All guidance documents indicate the importance of content validity. COSMIN/COMET, FDA PRO,
and FDA PFDD explicitly state that content validity is the most important measurement
property to consider when selecting a PROM. To underscore this importance, the COSMIN
initiative published a stand‐alone paper explaining methods for assessing content validity [32],
highlighting the importance of a PROM’s “track record” as a tool to gage a measure’s content
validity. The EMA guidance took a similar approach in Appendix 2. The MOT Review Criteria
highlight the importance of reviewing the validity of PROMs, including content, construct, and
criterion validity, based on four attributes: clarity, comprehensiveness, relevance, and
redundancy of items and scales. These are merged into one item assessing content validity in
the Red‐IRYSS EMPRO, which was created based on the MOT Review Criteria. The ISOQOL
Minimum Standards, FDA PRO guidance, and FDA PFDD document each highlight that
qualitative data can serve as supporting information in establishing content validity. The
ISOQOL Minimum Standards and FDA PFDD guidance include recall period as part of the
content validity assessment.
Construct validity
All guidance documents with the exception of EMA Appendix 2 discuss construct validity as a
criterion in PROM selection. The ISOQOL Minimum Standards, FDA PRO, FDA PFDD, and MOT
Review Criteria all describe construct validity as being determined by the ability of a measure to
detect differences among known patient groups consistent with a priori hypotheses. FDA PRO
and FDA PFDD also indicate that not only should the measure overall detect changes between
groups but so too should individual items or domains of the measure. In the COSMIN Initiative
construct validity is included under the taxonomy of structural validity, hypotheses testing,
cross‐cultural validity/measurement invariance [33, 37]. It is also described that construct
validity is a conceptual consideration for the selection of a PROM [38]. The Red‐IRYSS EMPRO
uses 3 items to assess construct validity based on the MOT Review Criteria, including: that the
methods to assess construct (& criterion) validity are described and appropriate, that the
sample used to test construct (& criterion) validity is described and appropriate, and that the
hypotheses are described and results are consistent with them.
Responsiveness
All guidance documents describe responsiveness as the ability of a PROM to detect true
changes in patients’ health status, although they do so with somewhat different words and
emphasis. FDA PRO, FDA PFDD, and EMA Appendix 2 focus more attention than other guidance
documents on the importance of working with patients to define a ‘meaningful change.’ MOT
Review Criteria, ISOQOL Minimum Standards, and Red‐IRYSS EMPRO focus greater attention on
describing responsiveness as an aspect of validity, highlighting the importance of hypothesis
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testing as a means of demonstrating responsiveness. While ISOQOL Minimum Standards and
MOT Review Criteria allude to responsiveness in terms of change at a population level, FDA
PRO indicates that these changes can be either within‐person or at the population level. The
COSMIN Initiative guidance provide a specific threshold for having established responsiveness,
which is defined as requiring at least 75% of changes in score to be in accordance with the
hypothesis.[37, 38]. COSMIN also supports assessing responsiveness as a potential risk of bias in
systematic reviews[33].
Interpretability of scores
All guidance documents indicate that interpretability is an important property. ISOQOL
Minimum Standards describes interpretability in terms of having a meaningful understanding of
scores, such as what high scores versus low scores represent, and what degree of change is
small versus large. The COSMIN Initiative includes interpretability as a feasibility concern in the
selection of outcome measures, but does not include it as a component in any of its rating
systems, given that interpretability is not a measurement property [32, 33, 37, 38]. EMA
Appendix 2 indicates that the meaning of any differences in PRO scores should be easily
understood. FDA PRO and FDA PFDD describe interpretability of scores as the ability to describe
scores and their changes within individual patients. FDA PRO, along with MOT Review Criteria
and Red‐IRYSS EMPRO, also describe the need for anchor‐based analyses to facilitate
interpretation, where anchors are measures external to the PRO scale, that are themselves well
understood by clinicians and other users, and are correlated with PROM scores conceptually
and empirically.
Translation
All guidance documents discuss the importance of translating PRO measures and specifically
ensuring cultural equivalence of measures across linguistic/cultural groups. The ISOQOL
Minimum Standards recommend that methods for translating a measure be well‐documented,
and that all translated measures be evaluated through at least qualitative methods such as
cognitive testing. ISOQOL as well as the COSMIN Initiative [38], FDA PRO, FDA PFDD, MOT
Review Criteria, and subsequently Red‐IRYSS EMPRO describe the importance of demonstrating
that PRO measurement properties are statistically comparable across language groups, which
can be done using psychometric methods such as differential item functioning. The COSMIN
Initiative purposefully omitted translation from their risk of bias assessment checklist, however,
indicating that it was not a measurement property [33]. EMA Appendix 2 does not provide
specific recommended tests or methods for assessing cultural equivalence but does highlight its
importance.
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Burden
All guidance documents include some reflection on instrument burden. The COSMIN Initiative
guidance includes burden as a feasibility concern but does not include it as a component of its
rating systems [32, 33, 37, 38]. There is a greater emphasis on respondent burden than
investigator / administrative burden in FDA PRO and EMA Appendix 2 as compared to ISOQOL
Minimum Standards. Respondent burden specifically is also one of the 8 key attributes of the
MOT Review Criteria and is included in Red‐IRYSS EMPRO. EMA Appendix 2 provides among the
most specific recommendations regarding respondent burden, suggesting that baseline PRO
completion take respondents no more than 20 minutes, with subsequent assessments limited
to 10‐15 minutes.
Additional considerations for PRO selection
In addition to the eight core measure properties posed by the ISOQOL Minimum Standards,
several other considerations for the selection of a PROM were mentioned in other guidance
documents. First, alternative modes of administration (e.g. pen‐and‐paper, electronic, self‐
report, interviewer, proxy) is discussed as a consideration in the EMA Appendix 2, FDA PRO,
FDA PFDD, Red‐IRYSS EMPRO, and MOT Review Criteria. Second, FDA PRO, FDA PFDD, and EMA
Appendix 2 all discuss the appropriateness and validation of PROs for special populations (e.g.,
pediatrics, rare diseases) as a selection criterion. Third, FDA PFDD and EMA Appendix 2 also
contextualize PROs within the broader field of clinical outcome assessments (COAs). This
conceptualization may help researchers to identify the appropriate type of outcome
assessment, be it a PRO or functional outcome, clinician‐reported outcome, etc., to fit their
research question. Fourth, the COSMIN Initiative considers the quality of evidence used to
endorse measurement properties for PROMs in both the content validity and selecting outcome
measures guidance documents[37, 38]. Fifth, both FDA PFDD and FDA PRO include an
assessment of the context of use of PROMs, e.g. the specific population and sample. Sixth, the
Red‐IRYSS EMPRO guidance also includes an item allowing the instrument rater to provide a
subjective, global assessment of the instrument’s appropriateness.
Expert validation
Feedback from guidance developers fell into three overarching suggestions. The first suggestion
was to provide more details regarding the search strategy/inclusion. To address this concern we
added specificity to the description of the search strategy in the Methods section and also
included Figure 1 to walk readers through review process. The second suggestion was to better
describe the nuances between all of the tools. We address this concern by describing all
guidance documents’ recommendations for all measurement properties, whereas previously
we had only included a description of how tools differed from the ISOQOL Minimum Standards.
The third suggestion was to, in some cases, modify how to we presented and characterized
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guidance documents and their inclusion of the various measurement properties. In these cases
we reviewed tool developers comments, re‐reviewed the original guidance to resolve any
discrepancies between our original interpretation and the expert’s feedback, and made
changes as appropriate.
Discussion
We reviewed existing documents that provide recommendations and/or guidance regarding
the selection of PROMs for use in clinical trials and found general consistency across the seven
guidance documents. A snap‐shot of this consistency is found in table 4, which denotes
whether the core domains are included in the guidance documents. This convergence of
recommendations points to the growing unity of the field. There is greater regulation for the
use of PROMs in clinical trials – both top‐down from regulatory agencies internationally who
are specifying standards for PROMs in labeling claims [39] and bottom‐up from patient groups
and PRO career‐scientists and psychometricians who have fought for their inclusion in decision‐
making and improved their methodological rigor.[40]
Nuances in the guidance emerge when considering their publishing organizations and format.
While scientific consortia produced all the checklist‐style and rating‐style guidance, regulatory
agencies produced narrative‐style guidance. These differences are also aligned with differences
in theoretical orientation, with some (predominantly those produced by scientific consortia)
relying heavily on psychometrics as the determinants of an appropriate PROM whereas others
(predominantly those produced by regulatory agencies) considering psychometric criteria but
also highlighting the important of PROMs that are relevant to the lived experiences of patients.
In general, there appears to be growing interest from regulators and scientists to engage
patients and their advocates in research developing and selecting PROMs.
Although the guidance documents included in the current review were generally consistent,
they were not identical in their recommendations. The documents vary in the level of detail
they provide. For instance, in looking at ISOQOL Minimum Standards, a PROM with a Pearson
correlation of 0.70 appears sufficient. However, EMPRO offers greater specification, indicating
that researchers should also account for time interval between the administrations and the
stability of patients. They also vary in the context for which they provide recommendations,
and when selecting a guidance, it would be important to consider the context in which the
guidance will be applied. For example, FDA PROs/FDA PFDD guidance would likely be most
appropriate to inform the selection of a PROM that will be included in a regulatory application,
whereas COSMIN might be more relevant if conducting a systematic review of PROMs.
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The identification of potential guidance documents for inclusion in the current targeted review
benefited from international expert referral including from groups conducting clinical trials,
regulatory agencies, medical editors who oversee the publication of clinical trials, PRO
scientists, and PRO guidance developers themselves – nearly 40 individuals in total. Although
the current review features key guidance documents used to inform the selection of PROMs for
clinical trials it may not have captured all guidance documents. Future research may consider
using systematic review methods to ensure that all guidance documents are included. Such a
review might even need to include environmental scanning/scoping review methods to develop
a search strategy that identifies guidance published in the grey literature. We opted to include
the FDA PFDD discussion document on methods to identify what matters to patients, which is
not formal guidance, but a document used to inform the development of a forthcoming
methodological guidance for PROMs and other COAs. The points made in this document have
not been enacted, but do provide some insight into the FDA’s “current thinking” on the topic.
As the PRO landscape continues to evolve, so too have the guidance documents used to assess
them. Many of the older guidance documents have evolved into newer guidance, e.g. the FDA’s
PROs guidance from 2009 helped inform the FDA PFDD discussion document, and the EMPRO
checklist is based on the MOT review criteria. This evolution is particularly noteworthy within
the COSMIN initiative which first published a checklist on evaluating the methodological quality
of studies evaluating PRO measurement properties in 2010 [41], updated it in 2018 [33], and
has developed specific documents regarding content validity [32] selecting outcomes for core
outcomes sets [38], and guidelines for systematic reviews of PROs [31]
When evaluating the quality of research overall, it is important to differentiate the quality of a
study using PROMs from the quality of the PROM itself. PROMs themselves may be
psychometrically validated and robust, but this does not mean they are appropriate for use in
all research settings. Sub‐optimal PRO data collection or analysis of PRO data impair the
usefulness of PRO data irrespective of the quality of instrument. In the current review we also
observed a trend for newer guidance to consider contextual factors in the appropriateness of a
PROM. For instance, the FDA’s Draft PFDD discussion document advises using instruments that
are fit‐for‐purpose and appropriate for the context of use. Specific criteria on how to
demonstrate that an instrument is fit‐for‐purpose have not been established. It is also
important to note that the quality of studies used to develop and validate PROMs is also an
important consideration and the COSMIN Initiative has provided tools to evaluate the
psychometric study quality [33, 42]. Appropriate PROM selection is only one aspect of
conducting a high‐quality study. A detailed protocol, appropriate analytic approach, and clear
reporting are also critical for a high‐quality PRO study and are addressed by other core
guidance documents from the PROTEUS Consortium [14‐18].
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It is notable that only one guidance document eligible for inclusion in this review was cancer‐
specific rather than disease‐agnostic in recommendations. The EMA guidance on PROs is
oncology specific, which is notable given that this is the only formal guidance regarding the use
of PROs within the EMA aside from a 2005 brief reflection paper on health‐related quality of life
measures [43]. The field of oncology was an early‐adopter of PROMs in clinical trials and has
contributed to the increasing rigor and acceptability of symptom, satisfaction, and quality of life
endpoints [7, 44]. Despite being oncology‐specific the EMA guidance still largely overlaps with
the general guidance in the current review. PROs are increasingly being included and
embedded in other EMA guidance documents that are disease specific, e.g. in Crohn’s disease
[45]. There is also a push for EMA to coordinate its approach to evaluating PROs [46]. Moving
forward it is unclear if EMA will continue to pursue condition‐specific guidance on the use of
PROs or if it will embrace disease‐agnostic guidance, as is done by US FDA.
As a group tasked with optimizing the use of PROs in clinical trials, the PROTEUS Consortium is
most interested in encouraging end‐users to be thoughtful and systematic in their approach to
using PROMs, regardless of the guidance used. PROTEUS has highlighted the ISOQOL Minimum
Standards within its own materials given the existing popularity and relative parsimony of the
Minimum Standards. However, users aiming for regulatory submissions or other applications
should review the relevant guidance from the appropriate governing bodies. Regardless, the
high level of consistency of recommendations observed across guidance indicates that
application of any of the guidance, in addition to the Minimum Standards, will likely improve
the quality and interpretation of PRO endpoints in clinical trials, thereby providing valuable
insights from the patient perspective with potential to inform regulatory approval and clinical
practice.
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Table 1. Measure properties and their definitions in relation to PRO measures*
Domain

Definition

Conceptual and
measurement model

The conceptual model provides a description and framework for the targeted
construct(s) to be included in a PRO measure. The measurement model maps the
individual items in the PRO measure to the construct.

Reliability

The degree to which measure is free from measurement error.

Content validity

The extent to which the PRO measure includes the most relevant and important
aspects of a concept in the context of a given measurement application.

Construct validity

The degree to which scores on the PRO measure relate to other measures (e.g.,
patient‐reported or clinical indicators) in a manner that is consistent with theoretically
derived a priori hypotheses concerning the concepts that are being measured.

Responsiveness

The extent to which a PRO measure detects changes in the construct of interest over
time.

Interpretability of scores

The degree to which one can assign easily understood meaning to a PRO measure’s
scores.

Translation of the PRO
measure

The evidence of equivalence of measurement properties for a culturally or linguistically
translated version of a PRO instrument.

Burden

The time, effort, and other demands placed on respondents completing the
instrument, or investigators/administrators administering the instrument.

*Table adapted from Reeve et al. [13]
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Table 2. General information about PROM selection guidance documents
Organization
ISOQOL

COSMIN

Guidance

Year Country

Minimum Standards

2013

COSMIN/COMET
Guidance for selecting
outcome measures

2016

Mokkink et al. Risk of bias 2018
checklist
Prinsen et al. Guideline
for systematic reviews of
PROMs

2018

Terwee et al. Methods for 2018
evaluating content
validity

Format

Int Checklist

Int

Purpose

Characterization

Identify minimum standards for the design and
selection of PROs for PCOR and CER.

Presence/absence of evidence for each property

Rating

Develop a guideline on how to select outcome
measurement instruments for outcomes included in a
core outcome set.

9 properties assessed by one criterion each.
Properties rated as acceptable (+), not indicated (?),
not acceptable (‐)

Rating

Develop guidance on how to assess risk of bias in
systematic reviews of PROMs.

10 properties assessed by multiple criteria each.
Rated as very good, adequate, doubtful, inadequate.

Rating

Develop a guideline for conducting systematic reviews 8 properties assessed by one criterion each.
of PROMs including search strategy, quality evaluation, Properties rated as acceptable (+), not indicated (?),
and reporting.
not acceptable (‐). Overall evidence quality is graded.

Rating

Develop consensus‐based guidelines for evaluating the 1 property (content validity) assessed by 10 items.
content validity of PROMs.
Properties rated as acceptable (+), not indicated (?),
not acceptable (‐)

Priority properties
None indicated – conceptual
/measurement model most highly
endorsed in Delphi process

Content validity

FDA

PRO Guidance for
Industry

2009

USA Regulatory guidance Document how FDA evaluates existing, modified, or
newly created PROs for regulatory decision making.

Narrative; lists properties that FDA reviews

Content validity

FDA

PFDD Discussion
Document 3*

2018

USA Document to inform Foster discussion on communicating FDA’s current
regulatory guidance thinking regarding the selection, development, or
modification of clinical outcome assessments.

Narrative

Content validity

EMA

Appendix 2: PROs in
oncology trials

2016

EU Regulatory guidance Outline broad principles of scientific best practice and
provide guidance on the value of PRO data in the
development of medicinal products for cancer.

Narrative

None indicated

MOT

Review Criteria

2002

Int Checklist

Offer a conceptualization of eight attributes of health
status/QoL instruments and the criteria by which
attributes of those instruments should be reviewed

Presence/absence of evidence for each attribute

None indicated

Red‐IRYSS

EMPRO‡

2008

ESP Rating

Develop an evaluation guidance for the standardized
assessment of PROs to assist in instrument selection.

8 properties assessed using 39 items total. Items
rated 1 (lowest) to 4 (highest). Summative scoring.

None indicated –
Domains are equally weighted

Organizations: ISOQOL = International Society for Quality of Life; Red‐IRYSS = Spanish Cooperative Investigation Network for Health and Health Service Outcomes Research; COSMIN = COnsensus‐based Standards for the selection of health Measurement INstruments; COMET = Core Outcome
Measures in Effectiveness Trials Initiative; US FDA = United States Food and Drug Administration; EMA = European Medicines Agency; MOT = Medical Outcomes Trust
Guidance: EMPRO = Evaluating the Measurement of Patient‐Reported Outcomes; PRO = Patient reported outcomes; PFDD= Patient‐focused drug development; Countries: Int = international; ESP = Spain; USA = United States of America; EU = European Union
* Of note, the 2018 FDA PFDD 3 document is not a formal guidance but rather a discussion document used to help develop a draft guidance for industry and subsequently a final guidance. Recommendations provided by this document have not been finalized or enacted in practice.
‡ Note that EMPRO is directly based on criteria presented in MOT Review Criteria
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Table 4. PROM selection criteria included in guidance documents at‐a‐glance
Domain

ISOQOL
Minimum
Standards

COSMIN
Initiative

Conceptual &
measurement model















Reliability















Content validity















Construct validity





X









Responsiveness















Interpretability of scores



+/‐











Translation















Burden



+/‐











•
•

Additional domains

Structural
validity
Quality
assessment

EMA
Appendix 2

•
•
•

Alternative
mode of admin.
COAs
Special patient
populations

FDA
PRO

•
•
•

Alternative
mode of admin.
Special patient
populations
Context of use

FDA
PFDD*

•
•
•
•

COAs
Context of use,
fit‐for‐purpose
Special patient
populations
Alternate
modes of admin

MOT
Review Criteria

•

Alternative
mode of admin

Red‐IRYSS
EMPRO‡

•
•

Alternative mode of
admin.
Global assessment
of instrument by
rater


Denotes domain is discussed in guidance
+/‐ Denotes domain is discussed but not included as core component in rating system (only applicable to rating‐style documents, i.e. COSMIN Initiative and EMPRO)
X
Denotes domain is not discussed in guidance document
COA = Clinical outcome assessments
* Of note, the 2018 FDA PFDD 3 document is not yet a formal guidance but rather a discussion document that is used to help develop a draft guidance for industry and subsequently a final
guidance. Recommendations provided by this document have not been finalized or enacted in practice.
‡ Note that EMPRO is directly based on criteria presented in MOT Review Criteria
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